
Windows GPO

Deep Dive



General Information on Group Policy Objects:

 The term  Group Policy Object  refers to the Group Policy, not the AD Object (Site, Domain, Organizational 

Unit) against which the policy is applied.

 Containers cannot have GPOs, only Local Computers, Sites, Domains, and OUs can have GPOs.

 OUs are used to apply Group Policies, delegate administrative control, provide for application functionality and 

access, and group similar objects for ease of administration.

 NT4 used System Policies instead of GPOs.



Windows 20XX GPOs vs. NT4 System Policies:

 In Windows 20XX, Group Policy Objects are applied against Local Computers, Sites, Domains, and 

Organizational Units, whereas in Windows NT4 System Policies are applied against security groups.

 Windows 20XX Group Policies are only applied against Windows 20XX-like computers (20XX Servers, 2000 

Professional, XP, Vista, 7, 8). If you want to use System Policies for NT4 or 9x clients, you have to create 

them with their respective policy editor, put them in the NETLOGON shares of all authenticating Domain 

Controllers (NT4 and W20XX) and have them applied against security groups.

 The NETLOGON share for Windows 20XX is systemroot\ sysvol\  domain_name  \scripts (where 

 domain_name  is the actual DNS FQDN of the Windows 20XX domain). 

 The Windows 20XX REPL$ share is systemroot\ system32\ repl\ export, but it isn t very important seeing how 

directory replication is handled by the AD replication schemes. Chapter 8 of the Domain Migration Cookbook 

in MS TechNet 1/2001 explains how to deal with directory replication of the NETLOGON share in a mixed 

mode environment.



GPO Structure:

 GPOs have two parts: Computer Configuration, and User  Configuration.

 The division between these two parts is not absolute, because many settings in the Computer Configuration can 

be viewed as  user related , and many settings in the User Configuration can be viewed as  computer related .

 For example, user password policies are in the  Computer Configuration  portion of GPOs.

 The division between Computer Configuration and User Configuration is more about when and how the settings 

are applied than the difference between the user and the computer. 



Group Policy Preferences:

 Group Policy preferences, new for the Windows Server 2008 operating system, expand the range of configurable 

settings within a Group Policy object (GPO). 

 Group Policy preferences enable you to deploy settings to client computers without restricting the users from 

changing the settings. This capability provides you with the flexibility to decide which settings to enforce (Policies) 

and which settings to not enforce (Preferences).



GPO Status:

 You can enable or disable 

the computer 

configuration settings, the 

user configuration 

settings, or the entire 

GPO. This will effect the 

GPO itself, and thus any 

links to it.

 You can enable or disable 

any of the links that 

connect a GPO to an AD 

object, but doing so will 

effect only that particular 

link and will not change 

any other link, or the GPO 

itself.

 It is important to disable 

the computer settings, the 

user settings, or the entire 

GPO when they are not 

being used in order to 

speed up processing on 

the client side, and 

reduce overhead on the 

DC side.



Group Policy Processing Sequence:

Don t confuse processing sequence with Link Order, Inheritance, or RSOP.

The Group Policy settings are processed in the following sequence by default:

1. The computer starts:

1.1. Computer Configuration is applied

1.2. Startup scripts are run (sequentially by default - each one must complete or time out before the next will start)

2. The user logs on:

2.1. User Configuration is applied

2.2. Logon scripts applied through the user portion of Group Policy are run

2.3. Logon scripts associated with the user account run

These defaults can be changed with Loopback functionality.



Note that the Local GPO doesn t have an  Enforced  (previously known as  No Override ) option, thus one 

cannot locally set options that can never be overridden by GPOs that reside at a higher level in the Active 

Directory.

Local GPO / Local Computer Policy / Local Policy:



Site_1

Domain_A
IP_Subnet_2

Site_2

IP_Subnet_1

Domain_C Domain_D

Domain_B
IP_Subnet_4

IP_Subnet_3

X

 A site may contain multiple subnets

 A site may contain multiple domains

 A subnet may NOT span multiple sites

 A domain may span multiple sites

Sites, Subnets, and Domains:



Linking a GPO to an AD Object:

 AD based GPOs (vs. local computer policies) are linked to sites, domains, or OUs, but they don t actually 

belong to those AD objects. Site, Domain, and OU GPOs are actually stored in the Domain Partition for the 

domain in which they were created (this is a bit strange for Site GPOs because a site can contain many 

Domains, and a Domain can span sites).

 You can create new GPOs, add links to existing GPOs, delete links to existing GPOs, or delete the actual 

GPOs themselves as well as all links that refer to them. 

 You can link to GPOs from non-local domains, but this is almost always poor practice due to latency.

 Default Domain Policy and default Domain Controllers Policy GPOs cannot be  deleted. This is as designed. 

Those GPOs always have the following  GUIDs respectively:

{31B2F340-016D-11D2-945F-00C04FB984F9} – default Domain Policy

{6AC1786C-016F-11D2-945F-00C04FB984F9} – default Domain Controllers Policy

 Best practice, don t edit the Default Domain Policy GPO, or the Domain Controllers GPO. Keep these unaltered 

and clean. If you need different settings, create new GPOs with lower link orders.



Link Order:

In the event that a single AD object (a Site, Domain, or OU) has multiple GPOs linked to it, (n+1) is applied first, 

then (n) is applied, then (n-1) is applied. E.g., 3 is applied first, then 2 is applied, then 1 is applied (which means 1 

is the strongest and most patient).



GPO Tattooing:

GPO settings that modify the following four registry keys will revert back to defaults when the GPO falls out of the 

scope of management:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Policies

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Policies

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies

Changes outside of the above four registry keys will likely get  tattooed  onto the target systems, and can only be put 

back at default settings by deploying a counter-GPO, or otherwise re-configuring the target systems.

Best approach? Test your GPO settings and their removals before production deployment! Also, third-party products 

like  PolicyPak  can help.

For more info:

Google  GPO tattoo 

Understanding Policy  Tattooing 

http://gpoguy.com/whitepapers/understanding-policy-tattooing

Jeremy Moskowitz, Group Policy MVP 

Group Policy: Understanding ADM-ADMX files Tattooing (and what to do about it) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJHx_4A3AHo 



GPO Scope:

Scope settings belong to a GPO, not just its link. I.e., modifying the scope of a GPO or a link to it will modify the scope 

of the GPO as well as all links to it.

A GPO s scope is set by three 

things:

1. Links – To what OUs is the GPO 

linked? 

2. Security Filtering – A GPO 

affects only those computer and/or 

user accounts that are within the 

Security Filter.  Authenticated Users  

is a misnomer because it really 

means  Authenticated Users and 

Computers , or even  Authenticated 

Objects. 

3. WMI Filtering - A GPO affects 

only those computer and/or user 

accounts that are within the WMI 

Filter.



GPO Delegation:

Who has rights to read and apply the GPO? Who has rights to edit the GPO?

 Modifying the delegation settings of a GPO or a link to it will modify the delegation settings of the GPO as well as 

all links to it.

 Note how the  Read  right is given to  Authenticated Users  from the Security Filter.

 Note that  Enterprise Domain Controllers  has the  Read  right  If you create a new GPO that has this 

configuration item, it means that  ADPrep.exe /DomainPrep /GPPrep  was run during an upgrade to 2008 R1 or 

higher.



Inheritance:

 Inheritance is the combining of GPOs to determine what GPO settings are available at a particular level of the 

Active Directory.

 Do not confuse Inheritance with Link Order, Processing Sequence, or Resultant Set Of Policy (RSOP).



Domain_1

OU_1

User_1

Computer_1

OU_2

Site_2

Site_1

GPO_1

GPO_4

GPO_2

GPO_3

Loc_Pol_1

Loc_Pol_2

GPO_6

User_2

Computer_2

4LSDOU

NT4 System Policy

Local Policy

Site GPO

Domain GPO

Organizational Unit GPO

1. If you have a Windows NT 4.0 client in a 

workgroup or a domain, the only policies that can 

apply are downlevel Windows NT 4.0 policy 

(POL) file policies.

2. If you have a standalone Windows 20XX client or 

server, policies are evaluated in the following 

order:

2.1. downlevel Windows NT 4.0 policy (POL) 

file

2.2. windows 20XX local GPO

3. If you have a Windows 20XX client or member 

server in a mixed-mode domain, policies are 

evaluated in the following order:

3.1. downlevel Windows NT 4.0 policy (POL) 

file

3.2. windows 20XX local GPO

3.3. site GPO

3.4. domain GPO

3.5. organizational Unit GPOs in priority order, 

applied in a hierarchical fashion down the tree 

ending with the Organizational Unit that the 

computer or user resides in

4. If you have a Windows 20XX client or member 

server in a native-mode domain, policies are 

evaluated in LSDOU order.

Domain_2

GPO_5



  No Override  was the old term,  Enforce  is the new term.

 The  No Override  /  Enforce  option is a function of a GPO link, not the GPO itself.

 The  No Override  /  Enforce  option prevents a lower level GPO from overriding conflicting settings from a 

higher level  GPO. 

 The  No Override  /  Enforce  option applies only to the Group Policy Object for which it is specifically set (i.e. 

the  No Override  /  Enforce  option is never passed to or from Group Policy Objects; it has to be hard set; it is 

not transitive).

 The Local GPO doesn t have a  No Override  /  Enforce  option, thus one cannot locally set options that can 

never be overridden by GPOs that reside at a higher level in the Active Directory.

 The  No Override  /  Enforce  option is stronger than the  Block Policy Inheritance  option, thus  No Override  / 

 Enforce  beats  Block Inheritance. 

 If two GPOs are in conflict, and both have  No Override  /  Enforce  set, then the GPO that was applied first 

will win (e.g. a Site  No Override  /  Enforce  GPO will win over a Domain  No Override  /  Enforce  GPO).

No Override / Enforce

! Block Inheritance

The  No Override  /  Enforce  option can be set on a given GPO link. 

 The  Block Policy Inheritance  option forces an OU to block policy inheritance from all parent AD objects.

 The  Block Policy Inheritance  option applies only to the Group Policy Object for which it is specifically set (i.e. 

the  Block Policy Inheritance  option is never passed to or from Group Policy Objects; it has to be hard set; it is 

not transititve).

 An OU will not inherit settings from a GPO linked to a grandparent (or great grandparent, etc.) if the OU s 

parent is blocking inheritance (i.e. a single  Block Policy Inheritance  will break the inheritance chain).

The  Block Inheritance  option can be set on a given OU. 

Modifying Inheritance:



Domain_2

OU_1

Site_1
GPO_1

red 

background

No Override / Enforce

! Block Inheritance

GPO_2

GPO_4 (link 

order 2)

CNN 

screensaver

OU_2

OU_3

OU_4

GPO_5

FOX 

screensaver, 

yes IE

GPO_6

GPO_7

!

OU_5

red background

red background

red background,

CNN screensaver, 

no IE

red background,

CNN screensaver, 

no IE

CNN screensaver, 

no IE

CNN screensaver, 

no IE

GPO_3 (link 

order 1)

MSN 

screensaver, 

no IE

red background

Loc_Pol_1

NPR 

screensaver, 

yes IE,

blue 

background

Computer_1

CNN screensaver, 

no IE, blue 

background

Inheritance Example

Inheritance
Site_2

* This example assumes 

that Computer_1 is in 

Site_2. 

Users are members of 

Domains, but computers 

are members of Domains 

and Sites.

Domain_1



Of the security settings in a GPO, Account Policies and Public Key Policies have domain-wide scope. This 

means that Account Policies and Public Key Policies are determined by what is specified in the Domain-level 

GPOs regardless of any  Enforced  /  No Override  or  Block Inheritance  settings that are set at the Site or OU 

levels. The reason is that the Domain is the basic security unit for a Microsoft based infrastructure, and the 

domain-wide scope of Account Policies and Public Key Policies ensures that these security settings are 

controlled at the Domain level, and not at any other level.

The exception is that Account Policy settings determined by inheritance at an OU level (not Domain-wide 

scope) are applied when users use computer-local accounts to log into the local computer. 

(http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc748850(v=ws.10).aspx).

Domain-Wide Scope:

I once saw an environment (2003 Rx Domain around 2010 or 2011) where a GPO set a password policy at the Domain level, and a second GPO set it on an 

OU that MS ADAM was configured to use, and that contained the MS ADAM servers. The OU was shielded by a  Block Inheritance  somewhere in the OU 

path. When the password policy at the Domain level was set to  enforced / no override , MS ADAM used the Domain policy, but when the Domain level GPO 

was not set to  enforced / no override  MS ADAM used the policy set at the OU level. I didn t test this completely, but my preliminary analysis indicated that MS 

ADAM was looking at Account Policy settings determined by inheritance at the OU level, not Account Policies as determined by Domain-wide scope.



RSOP (Resultant Set Of Policy) Definition:

 Resultant Set Of Policy is the environment that is actually experienced when a particular user logs into a 

particular computer.

 Do not confuse RSOP with Link Order, Processing Sequence, or Inheritance.



RSOP.msc

 RSOP.msc displays the Resultant Set Of Policy, 

but often shows incomplete information.

 GPResult.exe, GP Modeling in GPMC.msc, and 

GP Result in GPMC.msc are better tools.



RSOP.msc, cont d:
This slide shows what RSOP tells us (the background window) and what the Local Computer Policy is (foreground 

window, from GPEdit.msc).

 RSOP.msc sometimes doesn t display all settings from the Local Computer Policy. For example, in this slide, in the 

foreground window, we see that  Force classic Start Menu  is enabled by the Local Computer Policy, but that 

setting doesn t show up at all in RSOP, the background window, as being set by any Policy anywhere.

 RSOP gathers policies data from a Common Information Model Object Management (CIMOM) database on the 

local computer. Local Group Policy is not stored in this database and cannot be queried by RSOP. Gpedit.msc and 

secpol.msc just edits system settings directly. (http://social.technet.microsoft.com/Forums/windowsserver/en-US/67c8d598-f61d-449a-a12b-a89a42251192/local-

security-policies-do-no-show-up-in-rsop)



RSOP.msc, cont d:
This slide shows what RSOP tells us (the background window) and what the Local Computer Policy is (foreground 

window, from GPEdit.msc).

 If you see a yellow warning triangle or a red error X icon in RSOP.msc, right click on the computer configuration or 

user configuration and select properties. There should be an error tab that will show you what errors or warnings 

were encountered when applying group policy. Also look in the System and Application event logs.



GPResult.exe:

 GPResult.exe is a command-line tool for troubleshooting the application of GPOs.

 GP Modeling in GPMC.msc, and GP Result in GPMC.msc are GUI tools for that same purpose.



GP Modeling (in GPMC.msc):

 This is a simulation done on the server (so it can be run when the target machine is offline).

 In contrast to Group Policy Modeling, Group Policy Results reveals the actual Group Policy settings that were 

applied to the destination computer. The target must be running Windows XP Professional or later.

 GPMC.msc can be loaded onto non-DC servers and workstations through RSAT (Remote Server Administration 

Tools).



GP Results (in GPMC.msc):

 This is actual data from the target computer, not a simulation done on the server (so the target machine must be 

online).

 In contrast to Group Policy Modeling, Group Policy Results reveals the actual Group Policy settings that were 

applied to the destination computer. The target must be running Windows XP Professional or later.

 GPMC.msc can be loaded onto non-DC servers and workstations through RSAT (Remote Server Administration 

Tools).



PEOPLE_GPO

User enabled

Computer disabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

MACHINE_GPO

User disabled

Computer enabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_1, the computer 

configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and 

the user configuration from PEOPLE_GPO is 

applied.

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_2, only the user 

configuration from PEOPLE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_1, only the 

computer configuration from MACHINE_GPO is 

applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_2, nothing is 

applied.

 If USER_3 logs into COMPUTER_1, the computer 

configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and 

the user configuration from BOTH_GPO is applied.

 If USER_3 logs into COMPUTER_2, only the user 

configuration from BOTH_GPO is applied.

RSOP Simple GPO example:

Domain_1

OU_1

User_1

Computer_1

OU_2

User_2

Computer_2

Site_1

Domain_2

Site_2

OU_3BOTH_GPO

User enabled

Computer enabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

User_3

Computer_3



Loopback Settings:

 Loopback settings are only available in the  Computer Configuration  portion of a GPO.

 Generally speaking, Loopback settings are for when you want the computer to dictate the RSOP instead of the user 

(think kiosks). Specifically speaking, loopback settings are for when you want the computer s GPOs to have more (or 

all) control over the user portion of RSOP than the user s GPOs.



PEOPLE_GPO

User enabled

Computer disabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

MACHINE_GPO

User enabled

Computer enabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

Loopback processing can only be set in the Computer 

Configuration portion of a GPO. Loopback processing has two 

modes: merge and replace. Merge means that the User 

Configuration portion of the computer s GPOs are applied after 

the normal application of the User Configuration portion of the 

user s GPOs. If loopback merge is enabled in the 

MACHINE_GPO:

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_1, the Computer 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and the User 

Configuration from PEOPLE_GPO is applied, then the User 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_2, only the User 

configuration from PEOPLE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_1, the Computer 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and the User 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_2, nothing is applied.

RSOP Loopback Merge example:

Domain_1

OU_1

User_1

Computer_1

OU_2

User_2

Computer_2

Site_1

Domain_2

Site_2

OU_3

User_3

Computer_3



PEOPLE_GPO

User enabled

Computer disabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

MACHINE_GPO

User enabled

Computer enabled

Authenticated Users 

can read and apply

Loopback processing can only be set in the Computer 

Configuration portion of a GPO. Loopback processing has two 

modes: merge and replace. Replace ignores the processing 

of any User Configuration settings in any user GPOs, and 

instead the User Configuration settings for the computer 

GPOs are applied.  If loopback replace is enabled in the 

MACHINE_GPO:

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_1, the Computer 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and the 

User Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_1 logs into COMPUTER_2, only the User 

Configuration from PEOPLE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_1, the Computer 

Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied, and the 

User Configuration from MACHINE_GPO is applied.

 if USER_2 logs into COMPUTER_2, nothing is applied.

RSOP Loopback Replace example:

Domain_1

OU_1

User_1

Computer_1

OU_2

User_2

Computer_2

Site_1

Domain_2

Site_2

OU_3

User_3

Computer_3



Per KB article 277543:

In Windows 2000, Group Policy updates are dynamic and occur at specific intervals. If there have 

been no changes to Group Policy, the client computer still refreshes the security policy settings at 

regular intervals for the Group Policy object (GPO).

If no changes are discovered, GPOs are not processed, but security policies are. For security policies, 

there is a value that sets a maximum limit of how long a client can function without reapplying non-

changed GPOs. By default, this setting is every 16 hours plus the randomized offset of up to 30 

minutes. Even when GPOs that contain security policy settings do not change, the policy is reapplied 

every 16 hours and the following event is logged in the Application event log: 

Event Type: Information

Event Source: SceCli

Event Category: None

Event ID: 1704

Security Policy Refresh Intervals:



GPO Refresh Interval, Computer:



GPO Refresh Interval, User:



GPUpdate.exe:



SecEdit:

You can use SecEdit.exe with the /REFRESHPOLICY switch to impose group policy object settings 

upon a target workstation immediately as follows: 

 SECEDIT /REFRESHPOLICY MACHINE_POLICY /ENFORCE: Immediately imposes group 

policy object settings located within the "machine" node of relevant group policy objects. 

 SECEDIT /REFRESHPOLICY USER_POLICY /ENFORCE: Immediately imposes group 

policy object settings located within the "User" node of the relevant group policy objects.

NOTE: secedit /refreshpolicy only updates the Group Policy settings for the secedit client side 

extension. It will not refresh any other settings. 



Terminal Services servers, Software Installation, and GPOs:
This slide shows how GPO-based software installation behaves on Terminal Servers.



GPO = GPC + GPT:





Administrative Templates:

 Administrative Templates are utilized when editing a GPO, not when applying it to target computers.

 To see all of the Administrative Templates that were used to edit a particular GPO, open both of the 

 Administrative Templates  folders of that particular GPO.

 The screen-shots below show how to add/remove a new template to/from the Computer or User portion of a GPO 

(typically a template is added to one or the other, but not both). The new GPO options will then be available when 

editing the GPO.



Administrative Template Storage:

 Administrative Templates are .ADM, .ADMX, and .ADML files.

 Windows 2000 versions of Group Policy editors did some level of version control / currency 

updating of Administrative Templates. GPMC.msc does none of this.

 Prior to Windows Vista and 2008 the Administrative Templates used by a particular GPO were 

stored in that GPO s GPT (in its ADM folder), because they were copied there automatically when 

the GPO was created, or when templates were added through GPMC s  Add/Remove Templates .

 Windows Vista, 2008, and later can use a Central Store for .ADMX and .ADML files. To create a 

Central Store for .ADMX and .ADML files, create a folder that is named PolicyDefinitions in the 

following location:   \\FQDN\SYSVOL\FQDN\policies. The Group Policy tools of these newer OSs 

will use this folder.



Misc:

 To avoid edit/replication conflicts in sysVol (_NTFRS a.k.a. morphed folders) always point 

GPMC.msc to the PDC Emulator (open GPMC.msc, RC the domain, LC Change Domain 

Controller)

 It s best to store GPO controlled scripts (startup, logon, logoff, shutdown) on a central file server 

because it ll save space if more than one GPO uses each script, and the centralized location will 

be easier to manage and change-control.

 Create the Central Store for Administrative Templates (the  PolicyDefinitions  folder).

 I ve yet to find an authoritative source which describes how to best organize GPOs for speed, so 

I recommend that you make them as clean and simple as possible to facilitate their management, 

and thus reduce the likelihood of redundant, conflicting, and confusing settings. Computers and 

networks are so fast these days, just create your GPOs such that they re easy to administer and let 

the hardware bear the load. Also bear in mind that things like drive mapping and folder 

redirection will likely be slower to process (because of authentication) than local things like 

simple desktop settings.
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